Walker, AM (2012) The effect of pressure on the elastic properties and seismic anisotropy of diopside and jadeite from atomic scale simulation.
1 Convergence tests Table 1 shows the results of convergence tests for k-point sampling and planewave cutoff. The energy, force on one atom in one direction, and one element of the stress tensor are calculated for one particular geometry, without geometry optimisation. Only the energy derivatives strictly need to be converged and these converge much more rapidly then the total energy. By 700 eV and a 2×2×3 grid all three measures are well converged. Details of the convergence tests carried out for diopside can be found in [1] .
2 Structure and athermal equation of state of jadeite Table 2 shows the evolution of the lattice vectors and unit cell volume with pressure. Experimental cell parameters at 1.5K are a = 9.41582(9), b = 8.55515(4), c = 5.22071(21)Å and β = 107.5634(7)
• [2] . This gives a volume of 400.95Å 3 .
1 Assuming a PBE error of 4.3 GPa and interpolating gives V = 401Å 3 and results in a P-V curve in agreement with the experimental data ( Figure 3 ). This offset is similar to that found for diopside (4.6 GPa, [1] ). Once the offset is taken into account, the calculated crystal structure (Table 3) agrees with experimental data for all sites to better than 0.002 fractional units (∼0.02Å).
Fitting a third-order Birch-Murgahan equation of state to the calculated volumes gives parameters V 0 = 415.1Å
3 , K 0 = 116.6 GPa and K 0 = 3.9. Fitting following the pressure offset gives V 0 = 401.3Å
3 , K 0 = 128.8 GPa and K 0 = 3.8, while constraining K 0 to 5.0 gives V 0 = 400.6Å
3 and K 0 = 137.7 GPa (experiments at ambient temperature give V 0 = 402.26 ± 0. The parameters given in Tables 2 and 3 have been used to extract bond lengths and measures of structural and polyhedral regularity for jadeite using the same approach as that previously used for diopside [1] . These results are given in Tables  4, 5 , 6 and 7 and Figures 2, 3 and 4. All three polyhedra become more ideal with increasing pressure but the detail of the variation in bond lengths is rather different to those found for diopside [1] . Table 8 contrasts the polyhedral volumes fitted to the third-order Birch-Murgahan equation of state for diopside and jadeite. In both minerals the M2 sire is more compressible than the M1 site which is more compressible than the Si site and the compressibility scales with the site volume.
Elastic constants
The evolution of the calculated elastic constants of diopside and jadeite with pressure are reported in tabular form in Table 9 and 10. These tables also contain the upper Voigt (K v and G v ) and lower Reuss (K r and G r ) bound of the bulk and shear moduli of isotropic polycrystalline samples of diopside and jadeite along with the arithmetic mean (the Voigt-Reuss-Hill average K vrh and G vrh ). In addition, the general anisotropy index (A = V 2 s(max) /V 2 s(min) , where the maximum and minimum phase velocities are found from a search over all propagation directions, [5] ) and the universal anisotropy index (A U , derived from the Voigt and Reuss estimates of the isotropic average bulk and shear moduli, [6] ) are given as a function of pressure.
[2] K. S. Knight Table 8 : EOS parameters for polyhedera in diopside and jadeite 
